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 9 February 2021
 
 
Dear Convener, 
 
 
TESCO DISTRIBUTION – CONCERNS ABOUT FAIR WORK & FIRE AND REHIRE
 
 
I am writing to ensure that the Economy, Energy and Fair Work Committee are aware of the
conduct of Tesco, both in West Lothian and beyond,  given your Committee’s remit
is inclusive of Fair Work.   Following my own engagement with Constituents who are
employed at the Tesco Distribution Centre in Livingston and their Trade Union
representatives,  I have also written to Scottish Ministers about the Fair Work impact and can
confirm that my MP colleague is raising the employment law aspects with the UK
Government.   
 
Please be aware that Tesco are forcing distribution workers across the country to agree a
new contract. This will result in nearly 300 employees from the Livingston Distribution
Centre being financially worse off and significantly so. Following an industrial dispute nearly
14 years ago an agreement was reached with respect to retained pay – this is protected pay
that is a guaranteed amount per week that rises with the rate of inflation each year.  Indeed, I
have seen correspondence from Tesco to a constituents’ mortgage provider making clear that
this retained pay is part of my constituents’ basic pay.  As you would expect, people take on
financial commitments based on their basic pay. 
 
Tesco are now breaking their own agreement with some of their own workforce whereby if
employees don’t sign up to the new contract Tesco will enter a redundancy consultation
period – in other words fire and re-hire.  Having had an online meeting with Andrew
Wolfenden, Tesco Distribution and Fulfilment Director it is clear to me that, despite
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concerns about behaviour contradictory to the principles of fair work,  Tesco will nonetheless
press ahead with these changes.  Mr Wolfenden did not deny that his employees will
be financially poorer,  even with an 18 month period of readjustment payments.  The reason
given by Tesco for this change is the “technicalities surrounding a new payroll system.”   
 
The reason I am writing to committee is that the actions of Tesco are contrary to the
principles of Fair Work and I, along with other parliamentarians,  have called on them
to pause, re-think and to negotiate prior to imposing changes.  I know that your Committee
has in the past taken a close interest in individual companies such as Kaiam and that you held
an evidence session regarding the behaviour of this company as part of wider considerations
around RSA support from Scottish Enterprise.  Therefore,  I would like to respectfully
request how consideration of the conduct of this company could be included in the
Committees’ work programme between now and the end of the current parliamentary
session.  On behalf of my Constituents I would suggest that Committee members consider an
evidence session focusing on the growing issue of fire and rehire and the implications this has
for Fair Work in Scotland. 
 
During the pandemic distribution workers have worked above and beyond the call of duty
to feed the nation and I am sure you will agree that they deserve and need our support. 
 
I would be very grateful for the Committees’ consideration of my request and I look forward
to your response in early course. 
 
Yours sincerely   
 

Angela Constance MSP
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